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ABSTRACT

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) has become the new stan-
dard in the cloud platform, as it provides the flexibility and agility
for deploying various network services on general-purpose servers.
However, it still suffers from sub-optimal performance in software
packet processing. Our characterization study of virtual switches
shows that the flow classification is the major bottleneck that limits
the throughput of the packet processing in NFV, even though a large
portion of the classification rules can be cached in the last level cache
(LLC) in modern servers.

To overcome this bottleneck, we proposeHalo, an effective near-
cache computing solution for accelerating the flow classification.
Halo exploits the hardware parallelism of the cache architecture
consists of Non-Uniform Cache Access (NUCA) and Caching and
Home Agent (CHA) available in almost all Intel®multi-core CPUs.
It associates the accelerator with each CHA component to speed up
and scale the flow classification within LLC. To makeHalomore
generic, we extend the x86-64 instruction set with three simple data
lookup instructions for utilizing the proposed near-cache acceler-
ators. We developHalowith the full-system simulator gem5. The
experiments with a variety of real-world workloads of network
services demonstrate thatHalo improves the throughput of basic
flow-rule lookup operations by 3.3×, and scales the representative
flow classification algorithm – tuple space search by up to 23.4×
with negligible negative impact on the performance of collocated
network services, compared with state-of-the-art software-based
solutions. Halo also performs up to 48.2× more energy-efficient
than the fastest but expensive ternary content-addressable memory
(TCAM), with trivial power and area overhead.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Network Function Virtualization (NFV), as a new generation of net-
working paradigm, has been prevailing in cloud platforms for virtu-
alizing network functions. Alongwith software-defined networking
(SDN) techniques, which decouple the data plane and control plane
of a networking platform, NFV can manage a large number of net-
work flows, and enables flexible and agile deployment of network
services on general-purpose servers [38, 42, 59, 70].

These network services communicate with each other via the
software virtual switches (see Figure 1). The key functionality of the
virtual switches is the software packet processing, which typically
involves a series of match-action operations. As network packets
arrive, the virtual switch extracts the packet header information, and
compares itwith thepredefined rules inmultiplematch-action tables.
Subsequently, the packets will be classified into different flows (i.e.,
flow classification) and processed with the corresponding actions
derived from the matched rules.

As the cloud server is scaling up to support increasing number of
network services with more virtual machines or containers [31, 50,
52], the software packet processing is playing a critical role in sus-
taining the performance and scalability for network services in NFV.

To enable high-performance software packet processing, prior
work proposed optimization techniques on both software and hard-
ware. On the software front, researchers have proposed techniques
such as DPDK [9] to avoid OS intervention and context switches [36,
60, 62], as well as algorithmic optimizations like cuckoo hash [57]
and HiCuts series [26, 68, 78] to exploit the performance potentials
of modern multi-core processors.

On the hardware front, prior studies typically explored one of
two approaches. They either offload the software packet processing
to hardware accelerators such as GPU [24, 37, 40, 74] and Smart-
NIC [7, 20, 21, 46], or use specialized memory architecture for fast
data lookup, such as TCAM [4, 44, 71, 81], and its SRAM-based
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versions [75–77]. The former approach leverages the extreme par-
allelism of hardware accelerators to speed up the software packet
processing. However, it introduces PCIe communication bottleneck
to the virtual switches, as well as extra power consumption and
hardware cost [24, 40]. The latter approach like TCAM can execute
one data lookup operation in a few clock cycles [58]. However, it
involves expensive and inflexible update operations [67]. Moreover,
its energy overhead is extremely high [2], which prevents it from
being massively integrated in the general-purpose CPUs.

In this paper, we rethink the optimization approaches for the
software packet processing. We first conduct a comprehensive and
thoroughstudyona real-worldwell-developedvirtual switch–Open
vSwitch (OVS) [60] to understand the performance characteristics of
the software packet processing, with representative NFV workloads
in data centers (see details in § 3).

We break down the procedure of software packet processing into
a few critical components, including packet transmission, packet
pre-processing, and hash-table lookup. We observe that (1) the cur-
rent software implementation of network packet processing with
cuckoo hash has best utilized the LLC of modern server CPUs to
cache a large portion of the useful data of the network flow tables,
which provides us with the hint where we should optimize for the
software packet processing. (2) The flow classification, especially the
flow-rule lookup operation, contributes a significant portion (up to
77.8%) to the total execution timeof the softwarepacket processing in
the virtual switch, which limits the capability of processing packets
in modern servers. We also observe that (3) the concurrency control
of data access in the virtual switch and the involved core-to-core
communication introduce significant performance overhead to the
flow classification, which further constrains its scalability.

Based on these observations, we propose Halo, a hardware-
assisted, near-cache acceleration approach to accelerate the flow
classification within modern general-purpose servers. We develop
Halo based on the insight that most of the flow rules have already
been cached in the LLC of modern server CPUs. Therefore, it falls
naturally to move computing closer to the data in the LLC to reduce
the data movement overhead. Thanks to the Non-Uniform Cache
Access (NUCA) architecture [8, 30, 39] of modern LLC, and the near-
cache nature of the Caching and Home Agent (CHA) that has been
available in almost all Intel®multi-coreCPUs,we associate theHalo
accelerator with each CHA component to increase the parallelism
of both data access and computation.

Unlike prior studies on near-cache accelerators [1, 41, 43] that
were developed in a centralized manner,Halo focuses on the accel-
erator scalability for network flow classification by leveraging the
existing cache architecture with minimal hardware modification. As
Halo is mainly used to process data in LLC, it reduces the private
cache pollution, and further avoids the performance inference with
other collocated network services.Moreover, to facilitate concurrent
data accesses, Halo has a simple but effective hardware-assisted
locking mechanism to reduce the locking overhead.

Furthermore, instead of issuing hundreds of conventional x86-64
instructions to fulfill a single data lookup operation (see Table 1), we
extend the x86-64 instruction setwith three simple all-in-one instruc-
tions, whichmakes theHalo approachmore generic. Such an exten-
sion significantly simplifies the programming effort withHalo ac-
celerators, while reducing the execution cycles for each data lookup.
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VM/Container
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VM/Container
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Figure 1: A typical NFV platform with network service

consolidation. VNFs are connected to each other and the

outside world via the software virtual switch.

We also propose a hybrid computation mechanism that allows
Halo to workwith software optimization solutions in a complemen-
tary fashion. OnceHalo detects the number of flows can be fully
cached in the faster L1 cache, it will allow programs to switch back
to the software mode. Therefore, we can exploit the performance
benefits of both faster L1 cache and theHalo accelerator adaptively.
Overall, we make the following major contributions in this paper:

• To the best of our knowledge, we conduct the first detailed char-
acterization study of the de-facto virtual switch widely used in
the data centers today, and identify that the flow classification is
the major bottleneck that limits the scalability of software packet
processing in NFV.

• We propose a near-cache acceleration solution, namedHalo, for
flow classification. It exploits the hardware parallelismof the exist-
ing cache architecture to scale the flow-rule lookupswithminimal
hardware cost, while avoiding private cache pollution.

• We extend the x84-64 instruction set with three simple instruc-
tions for near-cache lookup operation, which makesHalomore
generic and easier to use.

• We propose a hybrid computation mechanism that enables net-
work services gain the benefits of both faster L1 cache andHalo
accelerators in an adaptive manner.

We develop and evaluateHalowithin both the gem5 full-system
simulator and a real NFV platform. Our experiments with a variety
of NFV workloads demonstrate that Halo improves the through-
put of the basic flow-rule lookup operations by 3.3×, and scales the
typical flow classification method like tuple space search by up to
23.4×, while having negligible negative impact on the performance
of collocated network functions. Halo also achieves up to 48.2×
better energy-efficiency than the fastest TCAM-based solutions.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 NFV and Virtual Switch

To facilitate flexible and agile deployment of network functions, data
centers have been driven to virtualize the network functions, and
leveragedvirtualmachines or containers to runvirtual network func-
tions (VNF) on the shared servers [27, 42, 66]. As shown in Figure 1,
a typical NFV platform hosts multiple VNFs on a shared server, and
the VNFs communicate network packets through the virtual switch.

To improve resource efficiency, the service providers tend to run
multiple network services on the shared platform. In these network
services, such as vEPC [61] and vB-RAS/vBNG [11, 55], a large
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Figure 2: A typical flow classification design and hash table

data structure used in the virtual switch.

number of network functions are created. Therefore, an increas-
ing amount of network traffic needs to be processed in the virtual
switch, and thus it comes with higher requirement on the through-
put of the virtual switches. Moreover, virtual switch processes are
usually running together with the collocated VNFs on the shared
server. This will inevitably causes the performance interference
between the virtual switch and VNFs, which exacerbates the perfor-
mance challenge of the software packet processing.Our experiments
of co-running different VNFs such as DPDK-based access control
(ACL) [14] and a scalable user-level TCP stack (mTCP) [36] show
that the performance of VNFs will drop 17%–26% due to the cache
pollution (see Figure 12 in § 6.3).

2.2 Packet Processing and FlowClassification

Processing network packets and classifying them into flows follow-
ing a set of predefined rules are the core functionalities of virtual
switches. When the virtual switch receives a network packet, it will
extract its header information, and compare it with the predefined
rules in the match-action hash tables. After that, the packet will
be classified into different flows, and corresponding actions will be
taken for each flow. Such procedure is called flow classification.
Hierarchical cache layers for flow-rule lookup. Taking OVS
design as an example, a typical virtual switch uses a hierarchical
cache structure to handle flow classification. As shown in Figure 2a,
there are three software layers to cache the flow rules in hash tables.
The first layer, ExactMatchCache (EMC), has a single hash table that
will match the full header of each packet. EMC performs the fastest
data lookup, as it requires only one table lookup without wildcard
masking. However, its size is limited, and only a small number of
hot flows can reside in this layer. The second layer, which is called
MegaFlow layer, consists of a set of hash tables (tuples), and each
tuple stores rules that share the same wildcarding pattern. Packets
arriving at this layerwill undergo the tuple space search forwildcard
matching [69], and it will return once the firstmatching rule is found.
The third layer, named as OpenFlow layer, is also implemented with
tuple space search algorithm. However, OpenFlow layer performs
slower thanMegaFlow layer, because it has to search all the tuples
and find the highest priority rules among all the matched rules.
Hash table data structure for storing flow rules.As discussed,
the flow classification usually uses hash tables to store the packet
headers and rules as shown in Figure 2b. The metadata stores the
necessary information of the table, such as table size, key length,
and hash function type. The hash table also has an array of buckets,
each of which consists of several entries. Each entry has a signature
hashed from the original key, and a pointer to the key-value pair.

To reduce data access overhead, each bucket typically occupies and
aligns with one CPU cache line (i.e., 64B). In a typical hash-table
lookup procedure, the programwill hash the key to get the index of
the corresponding bucket in the table. And then, each entry inside
it will compare with the signature. If the signature matches, the
corresponding pointer will be used to acquire the key-value pair in
the key-value array. If the key is matched, the value will be returned.
Cuckoo hash. To reduce the hash conflict as well as the storage
cost, cuckoo hash [57] has been proposed and widely used in packet
processing implementation. In cuckoo hash, the key will be hashed
to two buckets using two different hash functions. For each data
lookup, the entries of each bucket will be iterated to do the key com-
parison.When inserting a new key, cuckoo hash allows it to displace
an existing key to its alternative bucket recursively. For example,
when key A is inserted, if both buckets are full, key B residing in key
A’s bucket will be displaced to an alternative bucket of the key B to
make space for key A. In such way, cuckoo hash achieves high table
utilization without rehashing. It has been proven that the cuckoo
hash can provide decent performance in terms of both data lookup
and update, and it has been widely used in modern software virtual
switches such as OVS [60], VPP [19] and DPDK.We use contiguous
memory allocation for the hash table for performance reason. In this
paper, we use such a software optimization by default.

3 OVS PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

In this section, we present our characterization study on the popular
virtual switch OVS used in modern data centers. The study results
will shed light on the design of Halo and its optimization techniques.

3.1 Experiment Setup

Hardware platform.We set up a physical to physical forwarding
testbed with a commercial off-the-shelf server (COTS) and the hard-
ware traffic generator IXIA [35]. TheCOTShas two sockets, each has
a 24-core Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8160 CPU running at 2.1GHz [34].
We allow a 40GbE dual-port Intel® XL710 NIC [10] (with DDIO en-
abled) to directly communicate with the cores on socket-0. We use
IXIA to generate full 40Gb speed traffic with 64B UDP packets1.
Software platform.We use OVS as an example to understand the
performance characterizationof thevirtual switches.However, other
virtual switch implementations, such as VPP and Tungsten Fabric
vRouter, share the similar design basics with OVS. Since OpenFlow
Layer is seldom accessed in practice in OVS, we focus on the EMC
andMegaFlow layer in our performance analysis. We run OVS with
user-space data planeDPDK [9] tominimize the I/Ooverhead caused
by the operating system kernel stack. We use Intel® VTune [33] to
profile the performance of the OVSworkflowwhen running various
workloads, and then demonstrate the performance breakdown with
average execution times of processing one packet in each critical
component in the workflow.

1Since virtual switches mainly deal with packet headers, their performances are not
related to the payload size of packets.
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Figure 3: Performance breakdown of software packet

processing with various network traffic in OVS.

3.2 Performance of Packet Processing

We follow the real-world workload characteristics in the data cen-
ters [5, 60, 61, 65] and use the traffic generator IXIA to generate three
representative scenarios with five configurations:

• Small number of flows (under 100K flows): this represents the
overlay network in which many flows are encapsulated with a
single header, thus the total flow count becomes smaller [16].

• Many flows (100K–1M flows with 1–10 rules): this represents the
situation that OVS routes traffic to multiple containers on the
same server.While the the number of rules is small (limited by the
number of network functions), the number of flows is large, since
they are from different addresses.

• Many flows and rules (100K–1M flows with 20 hot rules): this rep-
resents a gateway or top-of-rack router that handles network com-
munication destined to different group of servers in a data center.

For these five configurations, they increasingly take 340 – 993
cycles for processing one packet on average (see Figure 3). To further
understand their performance characteristics,wedivide the software
packet processing procedure into five parts: packet IO (i.e., packet
transmission, reception, and queueing), packet pre-processing (i.e.,
header extraction), EMC lookup, MegaFlow lookup, and others.
As shown in Figure 3, the flow classification (EMC lookup and
MegaFlow lookup) occupies 30.9%–77.8% of the total execution
time of the packet processing. As the number of flows and rules
increases, the flow classification is becoming the major bottleneck.
This ismainly contributed by the hash-table lookupoperations in the
MegaFlow layer. As discussed in § 2.2, EMC performs much faster
than MegaFlow layer. However, its size is limited, which can only
cache a small number of flows. As the network traffic is increased,
EMC will be mostly missed, and the packets have to conduct the
tuple space search in the MegaFlow layer.
Observation: The virtual switch uses multi-layer cache structure and
cuckoo hash to optimize packet processing on general-purpose CPUs.
However, due to the constraint of the software caching, the flow classi-
fication is the major performance bottleneck for the realistic use cases
that have a large number of flows and rules in data centers.

Figure 4: Performance analysis of hash-table lookups.

3.3 Performance of Hash-Table Lookup

As discussed, the hash table is the core data structure used in flow
classification. For the hash table implementation, OVS takes advan-
tage of the cuckoo hash algorithm. In this experiment, we evaluate
both the cuckoo hash table (8-way set associative, which is the de-
fault setting in DPDK) and a regular hash table that has a single
hash function (represented as SFH in Figure 4), with the goal of
understanding their cache/memory access characteristics.

Given the same number of keys, cuckoo hash is much more effi-
cient than SFH in terms of space utilization.As a result, the allocation
of keys in cuckoo hash table is more compact (∼ 95%) [17], which
means less cache space is wasted. In terms of SFH, we find that most
of the table buckets only have one or two entries occupied, which
leads to a low table utilization (∼20%). Therefore, we have to allocate
a much larger SFH table to install the same number of flows.

To further validate our analysis, we profile the cache performance.
We use the number of L2/LLC misses per thousand retired loads
(MPKL) as the metric. To quantify the cache miss penalty, we calcu-
late the ratio of the stall cycles caused by the L2/LLCmiss to the total
execution cycles. As shown in Figure 4, for the case having even four
million flows, most of the load instructions from the cuckoo hash
hit the LLC. In contrast, SFH has a significant number of LLCmisses
when thenumberofflows reaches 100K, resulting inmanyCPUstalls.

With the observation in § 3.2, we find that the flow-rule lookup
operations occupy a large portion of the packet processing time,
although the relevant data has been cached in LLC. This motivates
us to conduct a further investigation on the performance overhead
of the hash-table lookups. We quantify the number of instruction
for each hash-table lookup in Table 1. As we can see, each lookup
operation takes about 210 instructions on average. Among them,
48.1% are regular memory instructions (36.2% on load and 11.8% on
store), 21.0% are arithmetic instructions, and 30.9% belong to others
that include control flow instructions. This indicates that a large
portion (69.1%) of the instructions for flow-rule lookup are related
to data accesses with simple arithmetic operations.
Observation: (1) The state-of-the-art hash table implementation like
cuckoo hash successfully reduces memory accesses even with a large
number of flows, and most of the useful data for flow classification can
be cached in the LLC of a modern server CPU. (2) A significant portion
of the instructions for the flow-rule lookup operation are on the data
access with basic arithmetic operations. These provide us the hint: the
flow-rule lookup in LLC is an ideal target for hardware acceleration.
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Table 1: Number of executed instructions of a single lookup,

and its distribution among different types of instructions.

Solution #instructions
per lookup

Memory
(Load/Store) Arithmetic Others

OVS/Cuckoo hash 210 48.1% 21.0% 30.9%

3.4 Concurrency Overhead

To scale up the throughput of packet processing, the virtual switch
usually exploits the multiple CPU cores to increase the parallelism.
To understand the concurrency overhead of the cuckoo hash, we
use the optimistic locking [18] that has also been adopted in DPDK
rte_hash library.Weprofile theperformanceof thehash table lookups
when we run various flow classification workloads, as described in
§ 3.2with different packet header size that ranges from 4 to 64 bytes2.
The profiling results show that the locking mechanism used in the
optimistic locking contributes to 13.1% of the total execution time.

Beyond the performance overhead caused by the software locking
mechanisms, it is well-known that the core-to-core communication
will also introduce significant overhead to the latency of accessing
shared data structures. It could take up to more than 100 cycles for
a remote core to access a cache line with exclusive or modified state.
Accessing a hash table entry in LLC is 2× faster than accessing it in
the remote private cache [53]. Therefore, for the shared hash tables
that will be frequently accessed, keeping them in LLC can effectively
avoid the core-to-core communication overhead.
Observation: The flow classification suffers from concurrency over-
head. Such overhead comes from two major sources: the hardware
core-to-core communication and the software locking mechanisms.

4 HALODESIGNAND IMPLEMENTATION

According to our performance analysis in § 3, we show that the
flow classification is the major bottleneck in virtual switches. The
hash-table lookup, as the core operation of flow classification, is
critical to scale the packet processing. Our observations motivate
us to pursue a near-cache acceleration approach that can be ideally
integrated into the general-purpose multi-core CPUs.

4.1 Design Goals and Principles

The goal of Halo is to achieve high-throughput packet processing
in virtual switches, with minimal negative impact on the collocated
network services on the NFV platform. In our design and implemen-
tation, we follow the following specific principles.
• First, theHalo accelerators should be integrated with CPU and
LLC to reduce the data movement overhead. The observations in
§ 3 demonstrate that most of the data used for flow classification
can reside in the LLC of modern server CPUs today, it is natural
to move the accelerator closer to the data located in LLC.

• Second, theHalo design should be scalable to exploit the architec-
tural parallelism of modern processors. A centralized accelerator
itself could become thebottleneck in amulti-core processor,where
many packet processing threads are running simultaneously.

• Third, theHalo design should be resource- and energy-efficient.
As the shrinking process technology is reaching the physical limit
of chip design, there is not much free resource on the CPU dies.

2They are the typical sizes of network protocol headers.
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• Fourth, the Halo approach should be generic. We need to pro-
vide a simple abstraction for upper-level programs to exploit the
benefits of Halo accelerators.

4.2 HALOOverview

To achieve the aforementioned goals, we developHalo and demon-
strate its architecture in Figure 5.
Key ideaofHalo.Halo is developedbasedon the fact that: inmod-
ern CPUs with NUCA enabled, the LLC is physically separated into
slices along with multiple cores [8, 30, 39]. Each LLC slice has one
CHAwhich is responsible for handling requests andmaintaining the
cache coherency across the cores.We placeHalo accelerator in each
CHA to enable the parallelism of near-cache acceleration and data
access. We offload the hash-table lookups to eachHalo accelerator
via the query distributor located in the on-chip interconnect.

To simplify the programming withHalo accelerator, we extend
the x86-64 instruction set with three simple all-in-one instructions,
which can quickly fulfill the data lookupwith accelerators. To handle
the read-write concurrency of the hash tables, we use a reserved bit
in the metadata of each cache line as the lock bit to implement an
efficient and lightweight hardware-assisted locking mechanism.

As discussed,Halo is mainly used to accelerate the flow classi-
fication in LLC. For the cases that the flow-rules can be cached in L1
cache, the software-based lookupoperationsmayachievehigher per-
formance due to the lower data access latency. We propose a linear-
counting based profiling technique to record active flows within
a short period of time, and use the number of active flows as the
reference to intelligently decide the computation mode at runtime.
Key components of Halo.Halo is composed of four key compo-
nents: a set of distributed near-cache acceleratorswith one query dis-
tributor in on-chip interconnect (§ 4.3), a hardware-assisted locking
mechanism for improved concurrency support (§ 4.4), an x86-64 in-
structionextension to simplify theprogrammingwithHaloaccelera-
tor (§ 4.5), and a linear-counting basedflowregister for flowcounting
to support hybrid computation mode that supports both software-
based and accelerator-based computing (§ 4.6). We will describe
these components in details one by one in the following sections.
Haloworkflow.A lookup query sent from the core contains three
items: the key address, the table address, and the result destination.
These items are specified (explicitly or implicitly) by the proposed
lookup instructions. When a lookup query is generated by the core,
it will be dispatched to one of the accelerators distributed across LLC
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slices for processing. During the lookup procedure, the correspond-
ing cache lines could be locked for concurrent write operations by
setting the lock bit in the cache line’s metadata. Meanwhile, the hash
value of the key is used to update the flow register’s bit array to
record the number of active flows. The result of the flow lookup is
then sent back to the core or written to a specified memory location.

4.3 Distributed Near-Cache Accelerator

Accelerator components.We depict the main components of the
proposedHalo accelerator in Figure 6. The Scoreboard is respon-
sible for the overall control. It keeps track of the execution progress
of each on-the-fly query, generates data access requests to LLC or
memory, and sends the results back to the designated destination.
Alongwith the Scoreboard,Halo accelerator has threemajor units
to conduct the computation: the Hash Units, Mask Units, and
Comparators. Similar to a regular ALU, the Hash Unit is imple-
mented with simple logics, such as boolean, shift, and other bit-wise
operations. The Command Queue and Result Queue serve as buffers
for the input and output data stream.

To exploit the spatial locality of data accesses, eachHalo acceler-
ator has a small Metadata Cache that stores the metadata of recently
accessed hash tables. We include Metadata Cache in the cache co-
herence domain by adding onemore core-valid (CV) bit to the snoop
filter to indicate whether a cache line exists in the Metadata Cache
or not. Once the cache line is brought into Metadata Cache, the CV
bit for the corresponding address will be set to “1”. The bit is reset
when the line is evicted from Metadata Cache. When answering
snoop request, if the CV bit of the Metadata Cache is “1”, we snoop
into the Metadata Cache in the corresponding CHA.With this de-
sign, the metadata of a hash table will be cached in the Metadata
Cache using the existing interconnect logic (as used for distributing
all LLC accesses). If the snoop request is a “Read for Ownership”, we
also invalidate the cache line. This follows the same cache coherence
protocol as accessing a core’s cache. We believe this additional bit
causes minimal hardware cost. Since the metadata of a hash table is
unlikely to change after creation, there are very infrequent snoops
happen to the Metadata Cache.
Query procedure.When a lookup query arrives at the accelerator,
the associated table address is used to fetch the table’s metadata. The
query is then inserted into the scoreboard where it generates several
operations in sequence. First, based on the key address associated
with the instruction, it generates a data request to fetch the key.
Second, after the key has been returned, it issues a hash operation
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Figure 7: The concurrency issue and the proposed hardware-

assisted locking inHalo.

with the key and calculates the bucket index. Third, it generates data
request for the buckets. Fourth, it compares the signature in each
of the entry of the first bucket, if the signature matches with the
key’s signature, the corresponding key-value pair will be retrieved
by another data request. Finally, if the key in the key-value pair
matches with the key obtained from the first operation, the attached
data is stored as the result. If not, the same operation will be applied
on the alternative bucket. After all the required operations have been
finished, the scoreboard commits the query, pushes the result back
to the result queue, and the result will be eventually returned to its
designated destination.
Query dispatch.Halo solution is integrated in each LLC slice and
thus can process multiple queries with multiple accelerators simul-
taneously.We propose a query distributor to conduct such operation
with the on-chip interconnect. Queries from the same core could
be dispatched to different accelerators to exploit the parallelism of
both near-cache accelerators and data access. The query distributor
hashes the table address of each query, and decides which slice the
query should be sent to. Note that the current CPU architecture has
already had such logic to evenly distribute memory accesses to LLC
slices. We reuse such logic inHalo. To avoid congestion, when an
accelerator is saturated with on-the-fly queries, it will set a “busy”
bit in the query distributor. Until this “busy” bit is cleared, the query
distributor will not send any query to the corresponding accelerator.

4.4 Hardware-Assisted Concurrency Lock

In multi-threading use cases, read-write concurrency needs to be
maintained carefully for cuckoo hash. We demonstrate a typical
example in Figure 7a to show how a function error could happen
when such concurrency is not maintained correctly. When a lookup
query is received, the programwill first conduct cuckoo hash to get
the indexes of the two alternative buckets (❶), and then search the
buckets sequentially (❷ ❹). However, such operation is not atomic.
Thus, before the query (read) thread reaching the second bucket
for the matched result, another “update” (write) thread could have
moved the entry back to the query thread’s firstly searched bucket
(i.e., cuckoo move, ❸), causing the “not found” error.

Halo leveragesone reserved “locking” bit to achieve the atomicity
of read/write operations. We illustrate this mechanism in Figure 7b.
When a query reaches the accelerator and the bucket indexes have
been calculated (❶), the corresponding cache lines which contain
the targeted buckets will be locked by setting the lock bit, which is
a reserved bit in the cache line’s metadata (❷). During locking, any
modification to these cache lineswill be forbidden (❹). Specifically, if
a core intends tomodify an entry, itwill first issue a “snoop invalidate
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request” to invalidate the cache line in LLC, and request for the own-
ership. Thiswill trigger a “snoopmiss” response indicating the cache
line is not successfully invalidated. The requesting core will then re-
issue a new snoop invalidate request. This requestwill be granted un-
til the locking bit is reset. After the signature comparison, if a match
is found, the corresponding cache line having the key-value pair will
also be locked until the data is returned toHalo. The locked state
of the cache line will not be cleared until the end of the query (❸ ❺).

With such a hardware-assisted lockingmechanism, programmers
do not need to implement a similar but costly software-based locking
mechanism (see § 3.4).

4.5 Instruction Extension

To simplify the programming of hash-table lookup operations with
Halo accelerator, we extend the x86-64 instruction set with three
new instructions.Asdiscussed, the acceleratorneeds toknowthekey
address, table address, and the result destination for each query. To
shorten the instruction length like many other x86-64 instructions,
for the lookup instructions inHalo,we leverage thegeneral-purpose
register RAX/EAX as an implicit operand, and store the table address
in the implicit operand. This is because multiple subsequent table
lookups are usually sent to the same hash table in real-world appli-
cations, the value in the RAX/EAX can be reused. In the following, we
describe the three new instructions respectively.
• LOOKUP_B mem.key_addr reg.result

LOOKUP_B sends the lookup query with the table address (stored
in RAX/EAX register) and key address to theHalo accelerator, and
returns the lookup result to a specified register. This instruction is
executed in blocking mode, which is similar to the load instruction.
It may block the execution pipeline while waiting for the lookup
result from the accelerator. Therefore, it could limit the number of
on-the-fly queries and also block the execution of other instructions.
• LOOKUP_NB mem.key_addr mem.result

LOOKUP_NB is an non-blocking version of the lookup instruction,
which behaves similarly to a store instruction. It issues the query to
the accelerator with the input of the key address, table address, and
a memory address for storing the lookup result. Instead of returning
the result to the CPU core, it writes the result to a designated mem-
ory location. As a result, LOOKUP_NB does not block the execution
pipeline, which can improve the throughput of data lookups.
• SNAPSHOT_READ mem.result_addr reg.result

Asfor theLOOKUP_NB instruction, it isnecessary tocheckwhether the
query has been completed or not. However, the conventional meth-
ods such as polling are expensive for these fine-grained instruction
operations. Therefore,weuse anew instruction that reads a snapshot
of the data without changing the ownership of the cache line.

SNAPSHOT_READ takes a “snapshot” of the current value from the
memory location specified by the first operand (source operand), and
put it to the general-purpose register given by the second operand
(destination operand). For the cache line mapped to the source
operand, if it is found in the cache hierarchy, its ownership state will
not be modified. Since the accelerator is responsible for writing back
the result in the non-blocking execution mode, SNAPSHOT_READ can
help keep the cache line in the LLC to avoid the cache line bouncing
between the private caches and LLC. Similar to the vectorized load

…
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Figure1:Primary-backupandchainreplication.

andupdates.Thethroughputisdeterminedbyhowfast
thenodescanprocessmessages.Switchesarespecifi-
callydesignedanddeeplyoptimizedforpacketprocess-
ingandswitching.Theyprovideordersofmagnitude
higherthroughputthanhighly-optimizedservers(Ta-
ble1).AlternativedesignslikeoffloadingtoNICsand
leveragingspecializedchips(FPGAs,NPUsorASICs)
eitherdonotprovidecomparableperformancetoswitch
ASICsorarenotimmediatelydeployableduetocostand
deploymentcomplexities.

2.2WhyChainReplication?
Giventhebenefits,thenextquestionishowtobuilda
replicatedkey-valuestorewithprogrammableswitches.
NetCache[18]hasshownhowtoleveragetheswitchon-
chipmemorytobuildakey-valuestoreononeswitch.
Conceivably,wecanusethekey-valuecomponentof
NetCacheandreplicatethekey-valuestoreonmultiple
switches.Butthechallengeindoingsowouldbehowto
ensurestrongconsistencyandfault-tolerance.

VerticalPaxos.WechoosetorealizeVerticalPaxos[21]
inthenetworktoaddressthischallenge.VerticalPaxosis
avariantofthePaxosalgorithmfamily.Itdividesacon-
sensusprotocolintotwoparts,i.e.,asteadystateproto-
colandareconfigurationprotocol.Thedivisionoflabor
makesitaperfectfitforanetworkimplementation,be-
causethetwopartscanbenaturallymappedtothenet-
workdataandcontrolplanes.(i)Thesteadystatepro-
tocolistypicallyaprimary-backup(PB)protocol,which
handlesreadandwritequeriesandensuresstrongconsis-
tency.Itissimpleenoughtobeimplementedinthenet-
workdataplane.Inaddition,itonlyrequiresf+1nodes
totoleratefnodefailures,whichislowerthan2f+1
nodesrequiredbytheordinaryPaxos,duetotheexis-
tenceofthereconfigurationprotocol.Thisisimportant
asswitcheshavelimitedon-chipmemoryforkey-value
storage.Hence,giventhesamenumberofswitches,the
systemcanstoremoreitemswithVerticalPaxos.(ii)
Theheavyliftingforfault-toleranceisoffloadedtothe
reconfigurationprotocol,whichusesanauxiliarymas-
tertohandlereconfigurationoperationslikejoining(for
newnodes)andleaving(forfailednodes).Theauxil-
iarymastercanbemappedtothenetworkcontrolplane,
asmoderndatacenternetworksalreadyhavealogically
centralizedcontrollerreplicatedonmultipleservers.

NetChain(Vertical Paxos)
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(Reconfiguration Protocol)

Chain Replication
(Steady State Protocol)

Network
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(a)NetChainarchitecture.
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Figure2:NetChainoverview.

Whileitseemstomovethefault-toleranceproblem
fromtheconsensusprotocoltotheauxiliarymaster,Ver-
ticalPaxosiswell-suitedtoNetChainbecausereconfig-
urationssuchasfailures(ontheorderofminutes)areor-
dersofmagnitudelessfrequentthanqueries(ontheorder
ofmicroseconds).Sohandlingqueriesandreconfigura-
tionsaremappedtodataandcontrolplanes,respectively.
ChainReplication.Wedesignavariantofchainrepli-
cation(CR)[15]toimplementthesteadystateprotocol
ofVerticalPaxos.CRisaformofPBprotocols.Inthe
classicalPBprotocol(Figure1(a)),allqueriesaresentto
aprimarynode.Theprimarynodeneedstokeepsome
statetotrackeachwritequerytoeachbackupnode,and
toretryorabortaqueryifitdoesnotreceiveacknowl-
edgmentsfromallbackupnodes.Keepingthestateand
confirmingwithallbackupnodesarecostlytoimple-
mentwiththelimitedresourcesandoperationsprovided
byswitchASICs.InCR(Figure1(b)),nodesareorga-
nizedinachainstructure.Readqueriesarehandledby
thetail;writequeriesaresenttothehead,processedby
eachnodealongthechain,andrepliedbythetail.Write
queriesinCRusefewermessagesthanPB(n+1instead
of2nwherenisthenumberofnodes).CRonlyrequires
eachnodetoapplyawritequerylocallyandthenfor-
wardthequery.Receivingareplyfromthetailisadirect
indicationofquerycompletion.ThusCRissimplerthan
PBtobeimplementedinswitches.

3NetChainOverview
WedesignNetChain,anin-networkcoordinationservice
thatprovidessub-RTTlatencyandhighthroughput.It
providesastrongly-consistent,fault-tolerantkey-value
storeabstractiontoapplications(Figure2(a)).
NetChaindataplane(§4).Wedesignareplicatedkey-
valuestorewithprogrammableswitches.Bothreadand
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(b) Number of flows captured by

different flow registers.

Figure 8: The design of theHaloflow register.

instructions, SNAPSHOT_READ also has a vector version to snapshot
an entire cache line.

To efficiently use SNAPSHOT_READ along with LOOKUP_NB, pro-
grams can issue a batch of LOOKUP_NB instructions with the destina-
tion addresses mapped to the same cache line but at different offset.
The program then snapshots the entire cache line and finds whether
all the results are readyornot. For example, theoriginal cache line are
zero andHalo accelerators write non-zero pointers into the cache
line when each lookup finishes. The program snapshots the entire
cache line and uses SIMD instructions with Intel®AVX vectors for
integer comparison (e.g., _mm256_cmpeq_epi64) to find whether all
the results are ready (i.e., non-zero).

4.6 Linear-Counting Based FlowRegister

AlthoughHalo can offload hash-table lookup to hardware acceler-
ators, we may prefer to apply the software-based implementation
when the active flow count is small, and the majority of the active
hash-table entries has already resided in the L1 cache. In such case,
the software-based lookup may perform better with small cache
footprint (see the details in § 6). Therefore, we propose a run-time
monitoring mechanism that can switch the computing mode be-
tweenHalo-based lookup and software-based lookup, according
to the number of active flows.

To track the number of active flows, we propose a bit-array based
flow register. We leverage the linear counting algorithm [79] to es-
timate the cardinality of a set of flows as it provides low time and
space complexity.

When aHalo accelerator receives a query, the corresponding bit3
in the bit array is set (see Figure 8a). The bit array will be scanned
periodically (a defined time window), and the number of unset bits
is stored in the flow register. After that, we can estimate the number
of active flows in that time windowwith the following formula:

n̂≈mlog
m

u

wherem denotes the size of the bit array andu denotes the number
of unset bits.

We demonstrate the efficiency of Halo’s flow counting in Fig-
ure 8b. We measure the estimation accuracy with different bit-array
sizes when feeding different numbers of randomly generated packet
flows. As shown in in Figure 8b, a flow register can accurately esti-
mate around 2×more flows than the size of its bit array. In essence,
we can use a small bit-array to accurately estimate a larger number
of flows that will happen. As we only need to track a small number
3Its location is indexed by the value of (H mod S), where H is the primary hash value
calculated in the lookup procedure, and S is the size of the bit array in the flow register.
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Table 2: gem5 CPUmodel configuration.

Item Configuration

Core 16 OoO cores, 2.1GHz

Caches
8-way 32KB L1D/L1I,
16-way 1MB L2,
16-way 32MB shared LLC, 20 MSHR

LQ/SQ/ROB Entries 128/128/192
Process 22nm
Memory 32GB DDR4_2400

of flows (64 flows according to our evaluation in § 6), a flow register
with 32-bit bit-array is large enough to satisfy our requirement with
negligible hardware cost.

To switch back toHalo lookup from software-based lookup, the
programneeds to keep a similar linear counting to estimate the num-
ber of active flows. As we only need to maintain a 32-bit bit-array,
the software overhead is less of a concern.

4.7 Halo Implementation

We implementHalo solution in the full-system simulator gem5 [6].
We simulate a CPU that is similar to the Intel® Skylake-SP CPU [34].
We show its detailed configuration in Table 2. In our configuration,
the LLC is partitioned into 16 slices, each of which is associated
with one CHA.We develop the query distributor within the on-chip
interconnect, and theHalo accelerator is associated with each CHA
component. EachHalo accelerator has a metadata cache which can
cache metadata information for 10 hash tables (i.e., 640B).Halo ac-
celerator also enforces boundary check for each memory access. For
the scoreboard,we limit the number of on-the-fly queries to 10.Halo
has one fully pipelined hash unit for each accelerator. According
to our experiments, such configurations maintain a decent balance
between performance and hardware cost.

4.8 Discussion on the General Applicability

In this paper, we mainly focus on the hash-table lookup acceleration
for flow classification in the virtual switches. The proposed solution
could also benefit a wider range of applications such as network
services and data structures such as trees. In NFV, many VNFs are
hash-table based and require high performance. For instance, the
NetworkAddress Translation (NAT) leverages hash tables to quickly
find the correspondingWAN IP and port for packets with the LAN
IP and port; the packet filter checks whether the incoming packets
match with any filtering rules using its internal hash tables. Be-
yond VNFs, many key-value stores also use hash table as their index.
For example, MemC3 [18] applied exactly the same cuckoo hash
table described in this paper to memcached [13] to achieve higher
throughput. We believeHalo can be easily integrated into the afore-
mentioned applications with the three extended x86-64 instructions.
Moreover,Halo could also benefit other lookup operations against
other data structures such as tree [45, 51, 78] as they share the similar
data access procedure. For instance, EffiCuts [78] uses a decision
tree for packet classification, it will walk through the decision tree
for rule comparison.Halo accelerator can be used to conduct the
comparison with the nodes in the tree.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.1 Baseline Configurations

We evaluateHalowith five configurations, described as follows.
• Software. For the reference software-based flow classification,
we use the cuckoo hash implementation in DPDK’s rte_hash
library. It is highly optimized with software prefetching, memory
alignment, and compiler optimization.

• HaloBlocking.Weuse the blocking executionmode of Halo as
discussed forLOOKUP_B instruction in§4.5. TheCPUcorewillwait
until it gets the lookup result before it issues the next instruction.

• HaloNon-Blocking.We use the non-blocking execution mode
of Halo as discussed for LOOKUP_NB instruction in § 4.5. To exploit
the hardware parallelism, we send the queries (each of which con-
sists of eight hash-table lookups) to all the tuples at once and then
useoneSNAPSHOT_READ for everyquery to check thequery results.

• TCAM.We compareHalo against TCAMwhich is used in net-
work devices [4, 81]. TCAMallows fully parallel lookups across en-
tire rule set, it can return the matching results in a few cycles [58].

• SRAM-TCAM. To improve the energy efficiency of TCAM, prior
work developed a solution to add certain logic units inside the
SRAM to emulate the parallelism of TCAM operations [75–77]. It
partitions a TCAM table into multiple small sub-tables and stores
each sub-table in a SRAM block. We implement a TCAMmodel
and its SRAM-based version in the gem5 simulator.

5.2 NetworkWorkloads

Flow classification workloads. To evaluate the performance of
Halo, we first evaluate the performance of EMC flow classifica-
tion, which issues single hash-table lookups. We also evaluate the
MegaFlow flow classification that supports tuple space search.

We generate various flow classification workloads with differ-
ent number of flows and hash-table sizes. More specifically, for the
performance comparison with EMC flow classification with single
hash-table lookup, we create the single hash table with the size that
ranges from 23 to 224 flow entries.We then fill the hash tablewith dif-
ferent occupancy ratio that ranges from 25% to 90% of the hash-table
size to demonstrate the performance trend. For tuple space search,
we evaluate the cases of 5, 10, 15 and 20 tuples respectively. Each
tuple contains 1024 flow entries 4. These cases follow the common
use cases reported in OVS [60]. We issue 10K hash-table lookups to
warm up the system before each experiment.
Network function workloads. To quantify performance benefits
of Halo for various network functions (NFs), we use two real-world
scenarios in our experiments:
• Collocating the virtual switch with the network services in the
shared server for evaluating how flow classification will affect
the performance of collocated network services. In this experi-
ment,we emulate a switchingprocess by implementinghash-table
lookup functions without really accessing the data but waiting
for hundreds of cycles to simulate the HALO lookup latency. We
use three network functions that include ACL, Snort, and mTCP
as shown in Table 3. These network functions are computation

4Note that the “flow” here is megaflow (with wildcard rules), which is different from
the ones in EMC (without wildcard rules).
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Table 3: The networkworkloads used in our experiments.

Name Description Configuration

ACL [14] DPDK-based access control list library Packets are randomly generated to match 6 rules and 1 route with various wildcarding.

Snort [64] Network intrusion detection system The traffic generator sends random TCP/IP packets with random payload against the
default rules in Snort [72].

mTCP [36] A scalable user-level TCP stack Issue 5 million requests with 100 concurrent connections for downloading sample files.
NAT [15] DPDK-based NAT table (exact match) Have 1K, 10K and 100K entries for translation.
prads [22] Passive real-time asset detection system Have 1K, 10K and 100K entries for asset record.

Packet Filter [3] Hash-table based IP packet filter Have 100, 1K and 10K filtering rules selected from an open source ruleset [73].

intensive. We co-run each network function with the emulated
switching process on the same corewith hyper-threading enabled.
We measure the L1D cache miss ratio and the processing through-
put of each network function.

• Applying theHalo approach to other network functions for eval-
uating howHalo accelerator can benefit other hash-table based
network services. In this experiment, we use three hash-table
based network functions that includeNAT, prads, and an IP packet
filter, as described in Table 3.

6 EVALUATION

Our evaluation demonstrates that: (1)Halo not only improves the
throughput of single hash-table lookup operations (§ 6.1), but also
scales the flow classification for the virtual switch by exploiting
the hardware parallelism of accelerator computing and near-cache
data access (§ 6.2); (2) Halo has minimal negative impact on the
performance of collocated network functions by alleviating the pri-
vate cache pollution (§ 6.3); (3)Halo introduces negligible power
consumption and area overhead to the CPU chip, which provides
an much more efficient solution, compared to TCAM and its SRAM-
based approaches (§ 6.4); (4) Halo is a generic approach that can
benefit other hash-table based network functions (§ 6.5).

6.1 Benefit for Single Hash-Table Lookup

We first examine the performance of the EMC flow classification
which mainly has single hash-table lookup operations. We run the
experiments with different hash-table sizes that range from 23 to 224
entries. For each configuration, we populate the hash table with var-
ious occupancy rate. We present the normalized performance to the
software-based approach in Figure 9. According to the experimental
results, we obtain the following observations.

First, when the hash table fits in the LLC (less than 224 entries),
Haloachievesup to3.3×more throughput compared to the software-
based approach, and its performance is close to that of the TCAM
approaches. As we further increase the hash table size (i.e., the hash-
table entries are partially cached in LLC),Halo performs 2.1× better
than software-based approach on average. As for the cases with
various occupancy rate, they share the similar performance trend.

Second, as we expected, the TCAM and its SRAM-based solutions
always perform the best among all the approaches. This is because
all the flow rules have been loaded in TCAM in advance, with the
assumption that we have enough space of TCAM or SRAM-TCAM
to host all the hash-table entries. However, this is not always true in
practice due to their power and area restrictions. As we increase the
capacity of TCAM, the hardware cost will be dramatically increased,

making it become a less attractive choice. We will discuss the trade-
off betweenHalo and TCAM-based approaches in details in § 6.4.

Third, as for Halo, its non-blocking execution mode performs
slightly worse (less than 5.3%) than its blocking execution mode.
This is because the non-blocking mode uses additional instruction
(SNAPSHOT_READ per eight queries) to check the cache line for the
lookup results, which introduces extra performance overhead for
single hash-table lookup.

Finally, when the hash-table size is extremely small (e.g., less than
10), the performance of the software-based approach is better than
hardware solutions. This is because most of the hash-table entries
can reside in the L1 caches. Although the performance overhead (e.g.,
computing and locking overhead as shown in Figure 10) introduced
by the software-based approach is larger than the hardware-based
approaches, the latency of accessing L1 cache is much lower than
that of LLC, which offsets the software overhead.

To further understand the performance overhead of each ap-
proach, we show the performance breakdown of the hash-table
lookup operation using different approaches for different scenarios
(i.e., hash-table entries are in LLC or DRAM) in Figure 10. Compared
with the software-based approach, Halo reduces the computing
time of hash-table lookup by 48.1%with the hardware accelerator de-
sign. Furthermore, it facilitate the data access for hash-table lookup
operations. Thanks to the near-data nature,Halo directly accesses
data in LLC slices from CHA, which is 4.1× faster than that from
the CPU core. As for the case of accessing data in DRAM,Halo is
1.6× faster than that from CPU cores. As discussed in § 4.4, such
near-data feature also helpsHalo reduce the locking overhead by
directly setting the locking bit in cache lines without relying on
software-based locking mechanisms.

6.2 Benefit for Tuple Space Search

We further explore the performance benefit of Halo for the typical
flow classification algorithm – tuple space search. We demonstrate
the normalized lookup throughput of different approaches to the
software-based solution in Figure 11. Because of their excellent ca-
pability of wildcard searching, TCAMand SRAM-based TCAM store
all the classification rules with different wildcards in a single table,
thus, each lookup requires only one wildcard search operation and
each search operation takes only a few cycles. They perform the
best among all the proposed approaches. Unlike TCAM-based ap-
proaches,Halo and the software-based implementation maintain
multiple tuples. Each tuple represents one wildcard pattern.

With the blocking execution mode, the performance improve-
ment of Halo is limited, as we increase the number of tuples. This
is because the blocking mode has to serialize the lookup operations
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Figure 9: Performance of the single hash-table lookups with various table size and occupancy rate that ranges from 25% to 90%.

Figure 10: Performance breakdown for the hash-table

lookup operation with different approaches in different

scenarios. The performance is normalized to the latency

of software-based approach when the accessed hash-table

entry resides in LLC.

dispatched to different tuples. As the number of on-the-fly instruc-
tions in a core is limited, it is hard to fully parallelize the lookups on
different tuples by taking advantage of multipleHalo accelerators.

Unlike the blocking mode, the non-blocking mode enablesHalo
to dispatch more queries in parallel without stalling the CPU core.
As shown in Figure 11, the non-blocking mode of Halo scales the
flow classification as we increase the number of tuples.

6.3 Benefit for Collocated Network Services

In this section, we discuss the performance interference when run-
ning both network functions and the virtual switch process on the
same core with hyper-threading enabled. To be specific, we co-run
three popular network functions ACL, Snort, and mTCP with the

Figure 11: Performance comparisonwith tuple space search.

virtual switch respectively. As shown in Figure 12a, the performance
of the network functionswill decrease up to 23.3%when the network
traffic in virtual switch is low (i.e., 1K flows). As we increase the
number of flows, the performance interference is becoming more
serious. This is mainly due to the resource contention on the shared
CPUs. According to our profiling on the CPU caches (see Figure 12b),
co-running the network functionswith the software-based flow clas-
sification in the virtual switch will suffer from much higher L1D
cache miss ratio.

Halo has trivial impact (i.e., less than 3.2%) on the performance of
the collocated network functions, regardless of the traffic conditions
in the virtual switch. Halo alleviates the resource contention on
the core’s private resources such as L1 and L2 caches, as it offloads
the hash-table lookup operations to the accelerators associated with
LLC slices. Essentially, each hash-table lookup operation occupies
only one instruction slot and one load/store queue (LSQ) entry for
execution, it almost does not consume private cache resource.
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(a) NF throughput drop. (b) L1D cachemiss rate increase.

Figure 12: Performance interference of co-running network

functions with the virtual switch.

Table 4: Power consumption and area overhead of hardware-

based flow classification approaches.

Solutions Area/tiles
Power

Static
/mW

Dynamic
/(nJ/query)

TCAM
1KB 0.001 71.1 0.04
10KB 0.066 235.3 0.37
100KB 1.044 3850.5 13.84
1MB 9.343 26733.1 84.82

Halo 0.012 97.2 1.76

Figure 13: Throughput improvement of hash-table based

network functions withHalo.

6.4 Power and Area Analysis

In the previous experiments, we assume TCAM-based solutions can
host all the flow information without considering their constrains
on power and area cost. In this section, we conduct the energy-
efficiency analysis to pave the way for the practical use of Halo.
We use McPAT [47] and CACTI [54] to evaluate the on-die power
consumption and area cost. As shown in Table 4, the power and area
cost of TCAMincrease rapidly aswe increase its capacity.Given 1MB
TCAM, which could store the information for about 100K 5-tuple
rules, it consumes an area of 9.3 tileswithmore than 26Wextra static
power, which is challenging for CPU integration.

For the power and area model for SRAM-based TCAM, we follow
the models used in [77] to estimate the overhead. Compared with
a TCAMwith the same capacity and query rate, its corresponding
SRAM-based version typically consumes 45% less power, and 57%
less area cost. However, it is still much less efficient and scalable, as
we compare it withHalo approach.

As shown in Table 4, eachHalo accelerator only adds 97.2mW
static power, 1.76nJ/query dynamic power, and 1.2% tiles area over-
head towards the entire chip budget.

6.5 General Applicability

As discussed in § 4.8, theHalo approach can also be applied to other
hash-table based network functions and applications. In this section,
we applyHalo to three different network functions NAT, prads, and
Packet Filter (see Table 3). We illustrate the performance speedup
of Halo compared with the software-based solution in Figure 13.
Halo improves the performance of these network functions by 2.3–
2.7×, which demonstrates that Halowould also bring significant
performance benefits to other network functions in NFV.

7 RELATEDWORK

Software optimization for packet processing. Prior studies pro-
posed to accelerate NFV packet processing with software optimiza-
tion techniques on general-purpose servers. They either bypass the
OS kernel with the techniques like DPDK [9], Netmap [62], and
mTCP [36] to reduce the context-switch overhead, or speed up the
data transfer fromnetwork card tohostmachinewith techniques like
Intel®DDIO [32] and SR-IOV [12]. In addition, a large number of re-
searches such as ELI [25], Vale [63], NetVM [31], Cuckooswitch [83],
have been proposed to optimize the software stack within the virtu-
alized network environment. Our characterization study of virtual
switches is conducted on the NFV platform that has been optimized
with these proposed techniques. Henceforth, we developHalowith
a focus on the near-cache acceleration for flow classification.
Hardware optimization for packet processing. To facilitate the
packet processing, prior studies have exploited the parallelism of
existinghardware accelerators such asGPU [24, 28, 40, 74] to process
network packets. ClickNP [46] andMicrosoft’s SmartNICs [7, 20, 21]
proposed to offload network functions to the intelligent network
card. These approaches significantly improve the performance of
processing network traffic across physical machines (i.e., inter-host
traffic). However, for intra-host traffic, which resides in a single ma-
chine and does not go through the external devices, these solutions
have a non-negligible drawback: talking with CPU through PCIe
link. With consolidated VNFs, each packet will traverse to and from
the device multiple times, causing undesired latency of multiple
microseconds [24, 37, 56], and potentially creating bandwidth bot-
tleneck.Halo focuses on improving the performance of processing
intra-host traffic with near-cache accelerators. It is compatible with
these proposed approaches, but has much lower energy overhead.
Algorithmoptimizationforpacketprocessing.There aremany
studies focusing on software algorithms to improve the performance
of flow classification. For example, HiCuts series [26, 68, 78] and
SAIL [80] use tree-based algorithms and divide rules into multiple
dimensions for efficiency. As the core component in the flow clas-
sification, the hash-table lookup has also been developed in the field
of data management. Typical optimized data structures or systems
include Masstree [51], Adaptive Radix Tree [45], MemC3 [18], and
SuRF [82]. Our performance analysis of cuckoo hash is conducted
basedon theseoptimizations, and the results indicate that there is still
space for performance improvement, especially with hardware tech-
niques. Our workHalo is developed for accelerating the hash-table
lookups by exploiting the hardware parallelism of the cache archi-
tecture of modern server CPUs, and proposing hardware-assisted
techniques to reduce the software overhead such as locking.
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Near-data processing. Many of the recent studies on near-data
processing are on near-DRAM computing. For example, DRISA [48]
and DRAF [23] apply simple configurable logic inside the DRAM
chips. Lloyd et al. [49] and Hasan et al. [29] integrated hash-table
lookup units inside the DRAM subsystem. Our workHalo focuses
on the near-cache acceleration, based on the insight that most of the
useful data for flow classification have been cached in LLC. Aga et al.
proposed compute cache [1], which embeds specific computational
logic into the SRAM arrays. However, it requires significant changes
to the SRAM hardware, which inevitably increases the complex-
ity of hardware implementation and manufacture. DASX [43] and
Widx [41] proposed on-chip accelerators for specific data structures
in a centralized manner.Halo exploits the modern NUCA architec-
ture and CHA to develop the distributed near-cache accelerators
with minimal hardware cost.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conduct a thorough performance analysis on the
virtual switches. Our findings disclose that the hash-table lookup
for the flow classification is the major bottleneck that limits the
throughput of network packet processing, although most of useful
data for the flow classification has been cached in LLC of modern
server CPUs. These observations provide us the insight that hash-
table lookup in LLC is an ideal target for hardware acceleration. To
this end, we proposeHalo, a near-cache acceleration approach that
leverages the cache architecture in modern Intel®multicore CPUs.
We associate an accelerator with each CHA component to increase
the parallelism for data lookup.We extend the x86-64 instruction set
with three lookup instructions to simplify the programmability of
Halo. Comparedwith optimized software solutions,Halo improves
the throughput of single hash-table lookup by up to 3.3×, and scales
the tuple space search by up to 23.4×, while performing up to 48.2×
more energy efficient than the fastest but expensive TCAM solution.
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